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Abstract. In the well-known model of Petri nets (place/transition nets), actual system states are 
represented as distributions of 'black" tokens on the places of the nets. Such tokens cannot be 
identified as individual objects. The introduction of individual objects as tokens considerably 
increases the descriptive power of nets and allows for small but efficient models of real systems. 
This paper presents uch nets and illuminates their mathematical background. Our central 
concern is an intuitively and mathematically simple and transparent calculus of invariants, i.e., 
a powerful analysis technique. 
Other models of nets with individual tokens, viz. Predicate/Transition nets and coloured nets, 
will be translated to our calculus. In this way our invariant echniques become applicable to those 
models. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation and examples 
Petri nets are one of the most sustained techniques to model and analyse non- 
sequential systems. They have successfully been applied in many areas. A rich body 
of theory has been developed that covers many successfully applied analysis tech- 
niques for systems organisation. 
Basic notions of Petri nets are places and transitions, which represent passive and 
active system components, respectively. All system elements that are subject to 
dynamic hanges are represented as tokens. As an example, Fig. 1 shows a system 
of n processes (as parts of an operating system, say) with limited access to a shared 
memory. Places and transitions are represented as circles and boxes, respectively. 
Each process (token) is drawn as a black dot. The dynamics of the system is modelled 
as transition firing. To fire a transition means to skip a token from each input place 
(a place with an arc ending at the transition) and to add a token to each output 
place (a place with an arc starting at the transition). 
In the example of Fig. 1 only the number of idle, reading, writing or waiting 
processes can be represented. If one wants to distinguish individual processes in 
this system, one has to construct places and transitions separately for each of them. 
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Fig. 1. A system of  n processes with limited access to a shared memory: (i) more than k <~ n processes 
are not al lowed to read concurrently, and (ii) if one process is writing, no other process is allowed access 






process  P1 
Fig. 2. Unfolding of  Fig. 1 for n = 4 and k = 2. 
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This is shown in Fig. 2 for four such processes. Clearly, this technique is inacceptable 
for large numbers of processes. 
A more economic method to represent each individual process is to replace the 
n 'black' tokens in Fig. 1 by identifiers for the individual processes. Fig. 3 shows a 
net of this kind. Roughly, each arc inscription (x, y) denotes a relation. Transitions 
fire in distinguished modes, which are represented by the first component x. If a 
transition is fired in mode x, then y is taken from or added to the corresponding 
place, respectively. Details of this technique will be discussed later. 
k.,/ 
(p, k ~ ~ (Pi,') 
(Pi,P;)v -, -z "(Pi'Pi )
Fig. 3. The system of reading and writing processes with individual tokens. 
In nets with individual tokens we do not assume all tokens to be mutually different, 
because this would often enforce unwanted overspecification of concrete systems. 
As an example, Fig. 3 contains k identical ('black') tokens. 
A fundamental nalysis technique for Petri nets are S- and T-invariants. For nets 
with 'black' tokens only, these invariants are obtained as integer solutions of systems 
of linear equations. Roughly, an S-invariant assigns an integer to each place of a 
net. With this integer, current oken counts may be 'weighted' (i.e., multiplied). The 
fundamental property of invariants is the fact that the weighted sum of tokens 
remains constant for all markings that are reachable from an initial marking. 
Similarly, a T-invariant assigns an integer to each transition. Any marking is 
reproduced if each transition is fired as often as quoted by the invariant. Details of 
these techniques can be found in [9]. In this paper we will derive corresponding 
notions of S- and T-invariants for nets with individual tokens. 
The idea of introducing individual tokens is not at all new: Predicate/Transition 
nets [3] and coloured nets [5] are governed by the same idea. 
The concept of invariants as introduced for Predicate/Transition nets and for 
coloured nets raises some questions: What is the domain for the linear algebraic 
computations? Which algebraic laws are valid in this domain7 What is the intuition 
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behind the product of an S-invariant and a marking? What, precisely, is provably 
preserved by an S-invariant? What about T-invariants? 
Our central concern in this paper is to answer these questions for nets with 
individual tokens. We strive at a model that keeps intuition and mathematical 
concepts as simple and transparent as they are for nets with 'black' tokens only. It 
will be shown that the already mentioned Predicate/Transition nets and coloured 
nets can easily be translated to our calculus. 
This paper is intended to be self-contained; but some basics on nets, especially 
place/transition nets and their notions of S- and T-invariance, would be helpful. 
1.2. Intuitive concepts of nets with individual tokens 
A marking of a net is a distribution of tokens on the places of the net. In case 
of individual tokens, each token belongs to a distinguished type. If D is the set of 
such types and if s is a place of the net under consideration, a marking M of place 
s is formally given as a mapping M(s):D-> N. M(s) indicates how many tokens 
of each type d ~ D are present in s under the marking M. We will comprehend 
mappings f :  D --> N as multisets (bags) over D. (Hence, ordinary sets are represented 
as mappings f :  D-> {0, 1}.) 
The dynamic behaviour, i.e., the firing of transitions, will be governed by arc 
inscriptions. A first idea is to inscribe arcs with multisets A:D-> N, as shown in 
Fig. 4. This net represents a simple resource allocation: Assume a complex cpu- 
operation a which requires two memory cells s for intermediate r sults and one 
register  (in order to compute the greatest of three objects, say). a has three integers 
n as arguments and yields one result integer. Fig. 5 is an extension of Fig. 4 with 
a second operation/3 that requires one storage cell and two registers. We assume 
that fl transforms one argument into two results (say, the integer division by i, and 
its remainder). 
The straightforward i ea of multisets as arc inscriptions often yields inadequately 
large nets (imagine a great number of operations in the above example). In order 





D = {s, r, n} At :D~N A2:D~N A3:D~N 
s~2 s~O s~O 
r~ l  r~0 r~0 
n~0 n~3 n~l  
Fig. 4. A simple resource allocation. 
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and postsets to one single transition. As an example, the two transitions t~ and ta 
of Fig. 5 are condensed to t in Fig. 6. Firing t should, of course, cause the same 
effect as firing one of the 'old' transitions t~ or t~. This is achieved by allowing t 
to fire in two different modes, a and ft. Therefore, we parametrise the arc inscriptions 
by elements of the set {a, fl} and now apply mappings p :{a, fl} x D~N as arc 
inscriptions. Firing t in mode a means giving a as an argument to the surrounding 
arc labels Pi and to remove or add the multiset pi[a] : D--> N defined by p i [a](d)= 
p~(a, d). Firing t in mode fl is now an obvious operation. The transition t and its 
surrounding arcs are parametrised with a and ft. The parameters a and/3 are also 
denoted as the modes of  t. 
As parameters for transition firings we will apply elements of the domain D of 
types (in the above example, a and/3 are to be appended to D). Thus, we obtain 
multirelations p :D  x D-->N as arc labels. A transition fires in a mode d ~ D by 
selecting from its surrounding arc inscriptions p : D x D --, N the multisets p[d]: D --> 
N defined by p[d] (d ' )= p(d, d'). Because multirelations will play a central role in 
our calculus, nets like Fig. 6 will be called relation nets. 
Between Predicate/Transition nets and relation nets a close relationship can be 
established, though at first glance tuples of variables are quite different from 
multirelations: Transitions of a Predicate/Transition net fire with respect to a 
valuation (assignment of constants) to the variables. So, a valuation defines for each 
available ~ released 
resources t resources 
arguments results 
Fig. 6. Condensation f Fig. 5; Pi :{a, fl}x D-,N such that pi[a] = At and p~[fl] = B~. 
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arc inscription a tuple of constants. For each arc, the set of all valuations together 
with the corresponding constants define a conventional relation. These relations can 
be used to construct a relation net with identical behaviour. 
The relationship between coloured nets and relation nets is obvious: Roughly, in 
coloured nets, elements of the set [D- ,  [D--> N]] are taken as arc inscriptions ([A-> B/ 
denotes the set of all mappings from A to B). In relation nets, we use [(D x D) -> N/ 
for that purpose. Both sets are isomorphic. It will, however, turn out that they induce 
different calculi of invariants. More details of the relationships between Predi- 
cate/Transition nets, coloured nets, and relation nets will be studied in Section 6. 
We will start the formal part of this paper with a detailed investigation ofmultisets 
and multirelations, and their algebraic properties. At first reading, most of Section 
2 may be skipped. 
Section 3 presents the model of relation nets and defines the notions of S- and 
T-invariants as solutions of systems of homogeneous linear equations. Each such 
invariant gives evidence about properties that are preserved by all configurations 
that are dynamically reachable from an initial configuration. We give precise charac- 
terisations of these properties. 
Section 4 gives some examples to demonstrate he power of S- and T-invariants 
of relation nets. 
In Section 5 we shall discuss what happens if, in a relation net, arc inscriptions 
or individuals of the domain D of types are identified. We shall do this in the 
framework of abstract data types, conceiving each relation net as an algebra. Initial 
algebras may be considered as schemes for relation nets. The final interpretations 
are just the well-known place/transition nets. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
Relation nets are based on multisets and multirelations. Multirelations can be 
composed of and applied to multisets. These constructs will finally be lifted to 
vectors and matrices of multisets and multirelations. Multisets and multirelations 
are mutually related according to the laws of a module; hence, we start with this 
kind of structure. 
2.1. Modules 
As a basic algebraic oncept we introduce modules. Roughly, a module is a vector 
space with the deficit hat, in general, no inverse elements exist for the product. We 
presuppose abelian groups and rings to be well-known structures and only repeat 
the notion of a module [7]. 
Definition 2.1. Let (R, +,- ) be a ring (with a unit element 1). A (left) module over 
R is an abelian group (D, +) together with an operation * : R x D--> D such that for 
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all rl, r2 ~ R and all d~, d2 ~ D we have 
(i) r~ * (d~ + d2) = r~ * d~ + rl * d2, 
(ii) r l * ( r2*d l )=(r l . r2)*d l ,  
(ii i) (rl + r2) * d~ = r~ * d~ + r2 * d l ,  
(iv) 1 *d l  = dl. 
Notice that D is a vector space over R in case R is a field. 
2.2. Multisets and multirelations 
Multisets and multirelations, as will be defined now, turn out as an instance of 
the calculus of K-subsets, as presented in [1]. We assume as basic ring K the 
integers Z. 
Definition 2.2. (1) A multiset over a set D is a mapping A: D--> Z. 
(2) For multisets A, B over a set D, sum, product with integers, and order are 





A <<. B <=~ Vd ~ D: A(d) <~ B(d). 
(3) For a multiset A over D, A(d) is the multiplicity of d. A is nonnegative iff all 
d e D have a nonnegative multiplicity. A is finite iff the multiplicity of only finitely 
many d e D differs from zero. 
In case in a multiset A over D all d ~ D have multiplicity 0 or 1, A is the 
characteristic function of a subset M_  D, given by d ~ Mc~A(d)  = 1. 
Definit ion 2.3. (1) A multirelation over a set D is a mapping p:Dx  D-*Z. 
(2) A multirelation p over D is finitely branched if[, for all d ~ D, the set {d'~ 
Dip(d, d') #0} is finite. 
Since multirelations over D are multisets over D x D, all notions for multisets 
are canonically also defined for multirelations. 
In this paper we shall always assume a set D. By ~ff (~+)  we denote the set of 
all (all nonnegative, respectively) multisets over D. Similarly, by ~ (~+) we denote 
the set of all finitely branched (and nonnegative, respectively) multirelations over D. 
Multisets and multirelations may be considered as (in general infinite) vectors 
and square matrices with index set D and entries in Z. The operations of Definition 
2.2(2) turn out as standard operations on vectors. 
From Definition 2.2 we immediately obtain the following proposition. 
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Proposition 2.4. (.g~, +) and ( ~, +) are both modules over (7, +, .  ) with the product 
• as given in Definition 2.2(2). 
This proposition remains valid if M is restricted to the subset of finite multisets 
and if ~ is extended to all (not necessarily finitely branched) multirelations over D. 
Remark 2.5. Some shorthands will make the calculus much more handy. 
(1) For A, B~.~t, let -A=( -1 )A  and A-B=A+(-B) .  For z~Z,  let z~M be 
given by z(d) = z for all d ~ D. As a special case, 0 denotes the empty multiset. Let 
_0 ~ ~ denote the empty multirelation defined by _0(x, y) = 0 for all x, y ~ D. 
(2) Let A ~ J/~ be a finite multiset and let d l , . . . ,  d, ~ D be the elements of A 
with multiplicities unequal to 0. Then A may be written as A(dl)dl  +. • • + A(d,)d,. 
Furthermore, the factor A(d~)= 1 may be skipped. In this way we may write in 
Fig. 4: AI = 2s + r, A2 = 3n, and A3 = n. 
Of course, these shorthands remind of the formal sums which are used in the 
Predicate/Transition net calculus [3]. Furthermore, they give rise to the following 
representation theorem (cf. [ 1 ]). 
Proposition 2.6. For all A ~ ~,  A = ~,d~D A( d)d. 
2,3. Composition and application of multirelations 
We now define the composition p o or of finitely branched multirelations p and or. 
Furthermore, we introduce the application of a multirelation p to a multiset A. This 
operation returns a multiset p[A]. 
Above we discussed how multirelations and multisets can be conceived as matrices 
and vectors, respectively. In this setting, the composition of multirelations takes the 
form of the conventional matrix product, and the application of a multirelation to 
a multiset akes the form of the product of a matrix with a vector. 
Definition 2.7.(1) For p, or ~ ~, let 
poor: Dx  D~ Z 
(a, Y. 
eeD 
p(a, e).or(e, b). 
Since p e ~, for each a e D, there are only finitely many e e D such that p(a, e) ~ 0 
and, hence, p( a, e) • or(e, b) ~ O. Thus, indeed poor(a, b) ~ Z. As also p ~ ~, poore ~. 
(2) For A e dt and p ~ ~ let 
a[A]- Z 
eeD 
A(e) .p(e ,d) .  
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(3) 
p~,  
For one-elementary sets a ~ D (of. Remark 2.5(2)) we get from (2), for all 
p[a]:D-->7/ 
d ~-> p( a, d).  
From Definition 2.7(1) and (2) we immediately obtain the following propositions. 
Proposition 2.8. (~, +, o) is a ring. 
Proposition 2.9. (d~, + ) is a module over (~, +, o) with the multirelation application 
[ ] as given in Definition 2.7(2). 
It is this module that will determine the relation net model! 
Finally, the following proposition is easily shown. 
Proposition 2.10. For z ~ Z and p, or ~ ~:  p o (z. (r) = z. ( p o (r). 
2.4. Operations lifted to vectors and matrices 
We assume finite and disjoint index sets S and T, and consider vectors and 
matrices of multisets and multirelations, indexed by S and T. It should not be 
confusing that vectors and matrices are written as mappings, e.g., M:S-> d,t or 
~b : S x T-> ~.  
Definition 2.11. (1) As usual, sum and product with integers are defined component- 
wise for such vectors: for M1, M2: S-* ~ and z e Z, let M~ + M2 and z. M~ be again 
S-indexed .~-vectors, defined for all s e S by 
(M,+M2)(s)=M,(s)+M2(s), (z. MO(s)=z.(Ml(s)). 
Formally, these operations are equal to the sum and integer product of Definition 
2.2(2). 
(2) As usual, for vectors over a ring, we define the inner product for ~, qt : S ~ 
by 
=  (s)o 
s¢S  
Clearly, • * gt ~ ~.  From the definitions we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.12. Let  ~,  ~,  ~0 : S-> ~ and let z ~ Z. Then 
(i) @, (q t+D)=@,  q t+@,D,  and 
(ii) ~*(z .q ' )=z . (~*  ~) .  
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Definition 2.13. (1) The product of a matrix M:  TxS-->~ with a multirelation 
vector • : S--> ~ is, as usual, the vector M.  ~:  T--> ~, defined for each t E T by 
(M*~)( t )= ~ M(t,s)o~(s). 
s~S 
(2) Finally, the application of multirelations to multisets is lifted to S-vectors: 
For M:  S--> M and • : S-> ~ let 
~M~= Y. ~(s)[M(s)]. 
s~S 
Clearly, ~[M]  ~ d~. 
(3) The last operation eeded is the application ofa multirelation vector • : S--> 
to an element of the basic domain D. This operation yields a multiset vector 
• (d): S ~ d~, defined for each s ~ S by 
From Definitions 2.13(2) and (3) we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.14. Let d ~ D and let ~, gt : S-> ffL Then 
chl[~<d)n=( ~ * a~)Ed]. 
3. Relation nets and the calculi of invariance 
Based on the algebraic onstructs of the previous ection we give a formal definition 
of relation nets, as informally already introduced in Section 1.2. We will introduce 
the notions of S- and T-invariants as powerful analysis techniques for relation nets. 
3.1. Basic notions 
Relation nets are based on the standard net structure (S, T; F) of places, transi- 
tions, and a flow relation. Arcs are inscribed by multirelations and places are marked 
by multisets. 
Definition 3.1. N- - (S ,  T; F) is a net iff 
(i) S and T are finite, disjoint, nonempty sets, the places and transitions of N, 
and iff 
(ii) F _ (S x T) u (T x S) with dora(F) u cod(F) = S u T. F is the flow relation 
of N. 
As usual, for x e S u T we apply the notations 
"x = {y ]yFx} and x'= {y IxFy}. 
Relation nets are now defined as nets with multirelations as arc inscriptions. The 
elements of the underlying set D are the types of tokens. 
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Definition 3.2. N = (S, T; F, A) is a relation net iff (S, T; F) is a net and A is a 
mapping A: F--> ~+. For fe  F we shall write f instead of A(f). 
The dynamic behaviour of relation nets is defined as usual by the concepts of 
markings and transition firings. 
Definition 3.3. (1) A marking of a relation net N = (S, T; F, A) is a mapping M: S-> 
~+. 
(2) Given such a marking M and a type d ~/9, a transition t ~ T is d-enabled at 
M iff 
Vs ~'t: M(s)>~(s, t)[d]. 
(3) Given a transition t that is d-enabled at a marking M, let M' be defined by 
M'(s) = 
'M(s ) - ( s , t ) [d ]  
M(s)+(t--,s)[d] 
M(s ) - ( s ,  t)[d]+(t, s)[d] 
,M(s) 
if s ~ "t\t', 
if s ~ t'\'t, 
if s ~ "t c~ t', 
otherwise. 
M'  is a followermarking of M and we shall write M[t)aM'. 
(4) The reachability set [M) of a marking M is the smallest set of markings uch 
that 
(i) M ~ [M), and 
(ii) if M~e[M)  and, for some te T and deD,  M~[t)dM2, then M2~ [M). 
For the following we assume a relation net N = (S, T; F, A) and, occasionally, a 
marking Mo: S--> d~+, as initial marking of N. The graphical representation f relation 
nets is canonically derived from the standard net representation. Examples have 
already been given in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 6. The names of relations in Fig. 3 are 
self-explaining. At the indicated marking, the transitions h and t2 are both prenabled 
for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n. In Fig. 6, t is a- and/3-enabled at the indicated marking. 
Definition 3.4. (1) In addition to Definition 3.2, one sometimes wants to specify 
that markings do not exceed certain bounds. In this case we assume an additional 
entry in Definition 3.2, associating to each place s ~ S a maximal multiplicity K(s)  ~ d~ 
for the types in D. In this case, a transition t is d-enabled at a marking M, if, 
additionally to the condition given in Definition 3.3(2), 
Vs ~. t': M(s) <~ K(s) - (s, t)[d]. 
(2) Transition firing, as given in Definition 3.3(3), can, as usual in net theory, be 
extended to steps (cf. [4, 9]). In this notion we include the possibility to fire a 
transition concurrently with itself: A positive multiset vector A: T x D-~ N indicates 
how often the transitions t e T are intended to be fired in each mode d e D. A 
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marking M is A-enabled iff, for all s~S and all d~D,  M(s)  
~.t~s A(t, d) .  ((s, t)[d]). A is a step from a marking M to a marking M'  (written 
M[A)M' )  iff M is A-enabled and if, for all s ~ S, 
M'(s )=M(s)+ Y.a~D ( • A( t ,d ) ( t , s ) [d ] -  Y~,~. A( t ,d ) (s , t ) [d] ) .  
Two transitions that are both M-enabled are concurrent iff they can occur in one 
step. Otherwise they are in a conflict. 
3.2. Vector representation of relation nets 
The calculi of S- and T-invariants are essentially based on solutions of systems 
of linear equations. This requires a matrix representation of nets. Furthermore, 
transition firing is represented asvector addition. With respect to an assumed relation 
net N = (S, T; F, A.), we introduce the following definitions. 
Definition 3.5. (1) 
t-(s, t) 
t(s) 
t, S ) - (S ,  t) 
For each t ~ T, let the vector t: S - ,  ~ be defined by 
iff s ~ "t\ t', 
iff s ~ t ' \ ' t ,  
iff s~ ' tn  t', 
otherwise. 
(2) Let the matrix N:S  x T-> ~ be given by N(s, t) = t(s), and let, for each s e S, 
the T-vector s: T-> ~ be given by s(t) = N(s, t). This derivation of an S x T-matrix 
N from a given net N is a standard construction in net theory (cf. [4, 9]). 
Remark 3.6. From Definition 3.5(2) it follows that, for all s ~ S and all t~ T, 
t (S)=S(t ) .  
With the help of the above vector representation, enabledness and firing of 
transitions can be expressed as indicated in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.7. A transition t~ T is d-enabled at a marking M iff t(d) <~ M. 
This follows from inspection of the definitions. 
Proposition 3.8. Let t ~ T, d ~ D and let M, M' be markings of N such that t is 
d-enabled at M. Then it holds that 
M[t)aM' ¢=~ M+t(d)=M' .  
Proof. Let s~S.  First case: se ' t \ t ' .  Then M'(s )=M(s) - ( s , t ) [d ]=M(s)+ 
t( s )[ d] = M ( s ) + t( d)( s ) by Definitions 3.3(3), 3.5, and 2.13(3). The cases s ~ t'\" t, 
s~ t'c~'t, and s ~ ' tu  t" are treated in the same manner and the proposition 
follows. [] 
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3.3. S-invariants 
In order to support he analysis of relation nets we shall define $-invariants. They 
are closely related to the well-known S-invariants for place/transition nets. An 
S-invariant of a place/transition net gives an integer factor ms to each place s such 
that for a given marking M the sum of all tokens, weighted at each place s by ms, 
remains invariant upon firing transitions. To be more precise, ~,s~s ms" M(s)  is 
constant for all M ~ [Mo). In case of relation nets, an S-invariant gives an integer 
factor for each type d ~ D in each place s such that likewise the sum of weighted 
markings is constant. 
Again we assume arelation et N = (S, T; F, A) and define S-invafiants as follows, 
based on the product * of Definition 2.13(1). 
Definition 3.9. An S-vector i" S-> ~ is an S-invariant of N iff N ' *  i = _0. (Here 0 
denotes a T-vector of empty multirelations and N'  denotes the transposed of the 
matrix N, of. Definition 3.5(2).) 
The set of invariants is closed under sum, integer product, and composition with 
multirelations. 
Proposition 3.10. Let i~ and i 2 be S-invariants and let z ~ Z. Then il + i2 and z . il are 
also S-invariants. 
Proof. Let t be a transition of N and let z e 7. Then, it holds: 
t* (il + i2) = t* il + t* i2 = _0 + _0 = _0 (Proposition 2.12(i)), 
t*(z. i~)=z.(t*i l)=z.O_=O_ (Proposition 2.10). [] 
Proposition 3.11. Let i be an S-invariant and let p ~ ~. Then i. p" S--> ~, defined by 
i. p(s) = i(s)op, is also an S, invariant. 
Proof. I~t  t ~ T. 
(1) ( t ,  i)o p=(s~st(S)O i (s))  
= E (t(s)o i(s))o p 
s~S 
= ~, t (S )° ( i ( s )  °p)  
sES 
= E t (s )o( i .o ) (s )  
o p (Definition 2.11(2)) 
(2) 
according to part (1) of this proof. 
(Proposition 2.8) 
(Proposition 2.8) 
= t * ( i-  p) (Def in i t ion 2.11(2)). 
t* i=O.  =:~ ( t * i )op=Oop=O.  ¢:~ t * ( i .p )=O,  
[] 
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We are now ready to discuss the central property of S-invariants, i.e., the basis 
for the application of S-invariants in proofs of net properties. Based on Definition 
2.13(2), we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.12. Let i be an S-invariant of N, and let Mo be any marking of N. Then 
it holds for all M ~ [Mo) that 'i~ M] = i[ Mo]. 
Proof. Let M, M 'e  [Mo), let d¢D and let te T such that M[t)dM'. 
i l [M']=i[M+t(d)] (proposition 3.8) 
= ~ i(s)[(M+t(d))(s)]  
s~S 
= ~ i(s)[M(s)+t(d)(s)]  
(Definition 2.13(2)) 
(Definition 2.11 (1)) 
s~S 
= ~ ( i (s)[M(s) l+i(s)[t(d)(s) l )  (Proposition 2.9) 
sES 
=(s~s i (s ) [M(s) ] )+(s~s i(s)[t(d)(s)]) (Proposition 2.4) 
= i~M~+i~t(d)] (Definition 2.13(2)) 
= i[[M~ + (t • i)[d] (proposition 2.14) 
= i[ M] + Q[ d ] = i~ M~ + Q = i~ M~. [] 
The intuition behind S-invariants i is obvious: i adjoins to each place s a 
multirelation i(s) which is used to weight markings M(s).  In case [D I = 1, all 
operations collapse to corresponding operations for place/transition nets. 
3.4. T-invariants 
A T-invariant of a place/transition net gives an integer factor n, for each transition 
t such that each firing sequence which fires each t nt times, reproduces its initial 
marking. A T-invariant j of a relation net gives a multiset A, for each transition t 
such that each firing sequence which fires each t with any d A,(d) times reproduces 
its initial marking. Based on Definition 2.13(1), the application of multirelations to
multisets lifted to T-vectors is obviously defined. The notion of T-invariant is given 
as follows. 
Definition 3.13. j" T ->~ is a T-invariant iff )0's s S: s[j~ =0. 
Proposition 3.14. Let i I and i 2 be T-invariants and let z ~ Z. Then il + il and z . i I are 
also T-invariants. 
The proof of this proposition isobtained by analogy with the proof of Proposition 
3.10. 
The central property of T-invariants i  formalised in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.15. Let c = bit[ tl)d, M2 . . . M.[ t.)d M,,+l be a firing sequence and let ~: T 
d~ be defined by 
Vt ¢ T Vd e D: ~(t ) (d)=l{k l l  <~ k<~ n ^  tk = t^ dk = d} I. 
Then it holds that 
M1 = M.+~ ¢=~ ~ is a T-invariant. 
Proof. (A) Let s~S and let deD.  For each l<~k~<n let ck= 
Ml[tl)d, M2. . .  Mk[tk)dkMk+l. By induction over k we shall show: 
k 
X t/(s)(d, ,d)= X ~, ~k(t) (e) . t (s) (e,d) .  
i=1  t~T  e~D 
The expressions on the left- and on the right-hand side of this equation will be 
denoted a k and bk, respectively. 
In case k = 0, the proposition is obvious because ao = 0 -- bo. 
Assume ak- l  = bk- i  and let c '= Mk[tk)d~Mk+l. Obviously, it holds for all d 
Di ~k(t, d) = ~k-l(t, d) + Y(t, d). Furthermore, 
~, ( t ) (d)=~l  iff t=t ,  and d=d, ,  
[0 otherwise. 
With a = t,(s)(d,,  d) and b =Y't~r~,e~D Y(t ) (e) .  t(s)(e, d) it holds that a = b, and 
we get ak = ak-1 + a = bk-1 + b = b k. 
(B) The theorem is now proved as follows: 
n 
M1 = M,+I ¢~ ~ t/(d/)=0 (Proposition 3.8) 
i=1  
tl 
¢:~ Vs~S:  Y~ ti(s)[d/]=O (Definition2.13(3)) 
i=1  
n 
¢:~ VseSVdeD:  ~, t i ( s ) (d .d )=O 
i=1  
¢:~ VseSVd~D:  ~ ~, 
t~T  eED 
¢:~ VseSVd~D:  ~ ~, 
t~T  e~D 
¢=~ VseSVdeD:  ~. (s(t)[?(t)])(d)=O 
t¢T  
(Definition 2.7(3)) 
. t ( s ) (e ,  d)=0 
(part (A) of this proof) 
~(t)(e) . s(t)(e, d)=0 
(Remark 3.6) 
(Definition 2.7(2)) 
¢~ VseSVd eD:  ( (Proposition 2.4) 
¢:~ Vs ~ S: ~, s(t)[~(t)] = 0 (Remark 2.5(1)) 
t~T  
¢~ Vs ~ S: s I~  = 0 (Definition 2.13(2)). [] • 
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It has been shown by many examples that invariants are a valuable tool for 
proving net properties. In Section 4 we shall show how invariants are applied in 
the relation net model. 
4. Examples 
Fig. 7 shows the well-known system of thinking and eating philosophers, where 
P = {p~,.. . ,  p,} are the philosphers, G = {g l , . . . ,  g,} are the forks, and D = Pu  G 
is the basic domain. Furthermore, let l, r:P--> G, with l(pi)= r(pi-~)=gi, for i= 
1 , . . . ,  n and Po = P,- Finally, id: P--> P, with id(p) = p. The places d, e, and g hold 
the thinking and eating philosophers and the free forks, respectively. Notice that ! 
and r are functions but l + r is a relation which associates to each philosopher his 
left and his fight fork. We apply the philosophers p~, . . . ,  p, as modes for firing the 
transitions t and u. The transition t, denoting the beginning of an eating period, is 
pi-enabled if pi is thinking and if his forks ( l+ r)[p~] = {gj, g~+~} are available. After 
firing t in mode p~, philosopher p~ is eating and the forks are no longer available. 
In case the transition u fires in mode p~,p~ releases his forks (1+ r)[p~] and starts 
thinking. 
d 
u I+r ~ I+r t 
Fig. 7. The thinking and eating philosophers. 
Fig. 8 shows three S-invariants il, i2, i3 and one T-invariant j which help to prove 
properties of this system as follows: 
(A) i~[Mo~= i~(d)[Mo(d)]+ i~(g)[Mo(g)]+ i~(e)[Mo(e)] 
= id[ Mo( d)] +O_[ Mo(g) ] + id[ Mo( e)] = Mo( d) + Mo( e) = P +O = P. 
(B) Let M~[Mo). Then i~M]=id[M(d)]+id[M(e)]= M(d)+ M(e). 
From property (A) and Theorem 3.12 we obtain for all M ~ [Mo): M(d)+ M(e) = 
P. Thus, each philosopher is in any case either eating or thinking. 
(C) i2~Mo]=(l+ r)(Mo(d))-id[Mo(g)]= l(Mo(d))+ r(Mo(d))- Mo(g) 
= I (P )+r (P ) -G=2G-G=G.  
(D) Let M ~ [Mo). Then i~M~ = (l+ r)(M(d))-  M(g). From property (C) and 
Theorem 3.12 we obtain ( l+ r)(M(d))= G+ M(g). In case M(g)=0 (i.e., all forks 
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Fig. 8. Incidence matrix, invariants, and initial marking corresponding to Fig. 7. 
are occupied, which is possible iff the number of philosophers i even), we obtain 
(l+ r ) (M(d))= G. As (l+ r)(P)=2(3, half of the philosophers are eating in this 
case. In case fEM(g) ,  we get 2rE G+M(g) .  Thus, 2fE( l+r) (M(d) ) .  But this 
implies f E l (M(d))  ^ rE r(M(d)), which means that in ease a fork is not in use, the 
corresponding neighbours do not eat. 
(E) i3iMo] = G and for each M E [Mo) it holds that i3[M] = M(g) + l(M(e)) 
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i: inactive database manager 
w: waiting database manager 
p: performing database manager 
e: exclusion 
u: used message (package) 
s: sent message (package) 
r: received message (package) 
a: acknowledged message (package) 
sm: update and send messages 
rm: receive message 
sa: send acknowledgment 
ra: receive acknowledgment 
Fig. 9. The distributed atabase manager system. 
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Fig. 10. Matrix, S- and T-invariants and initial marking corresponding to Fig. 9. 
a marking: An eating philosopher has the same weight as his left and right forks 
together. 
(F) Let A be an arbitrary multiset. Then the constant mapping j, defined by 
j (t) = j (u)= A, is a T-invariant. This, of course, means: If any of the philosophers 
starts eating any number of times, the initial marking is reproduced if each philosopher 
ends eating the same number of times he started. 
As a second example consider, in Fig. 9, the distributed database manager system 
which was discussed in [3, 5]. Here M ={do, . . . ,  d,} symbolises the data base 
managers and P -- M x M\ id  the messages (packages). The basic domain is D -- M u 
P u {o} and p e ~ is given by p[a] -  {(a, b)Ja ~ b} if a e M, p[a] =0, otherwise. 
pr2 • ~ is given by pre[(a, b)] = b if (a, b) • P, pr2(a) = 0, otherwise. # • ~ is given 
by # [a] = {*} for all a • D. We shall not interpret the S-invariants listed in Fig. 10 
because they correspond to invariants already studied in the mentioned papers 
(where, in particular, also the invariant/2" # +/7 is considered). What we shall do 
is to demonstrate the applicability of the T-invariant j as given in Fig. 10. 
Assume a database manager do initiating an update (i.e., sm fires with do). If the 
update is correctly performed (i.e., if Mo is reproduced), each database manager 
d ~ do receives a message of do (i.e., rm is fired with (do, d)), and sends an 
acknowledgment (i.e., sa is fired with (do, d)). Finally, do receives all acknowledg- 
ments (i.e., ra is fired with do). We shall show that these firings indeed reproduce Mo. 
Let c be a firing sequence which performs the mentioned actions. This means: 
Vd • D, d ~ do: ~(sm)(do) = ~(rm)(do, d )= ~(sm)(do, d) = ~(ra)(do) = 1 and ~(x)(y) 
= 0 for each other combination. Then it holds that ~(sm) = E(ra) = {do} and ~'(rm) = 
~(sa) = p[do]. Obviously, ~ is a T-invariant (substitute {do} for A in the invariant j 
of Fig. 10) and our claim is easily proved with the aid of Theorem 3.15. 
5. Schemes of relation nets 
Sometimes, invariants of a net can be computed without any knowledge about 
the involved multirelations. As an example consider Fig. 8. If the relation l+  r is 
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replaced by any arbitrary relation p, then i l , /2, and i3 remain invariants, provided 
we also replace I+ r by p in il, i2, and i3. In Fig. 10 the situation is slightly ditterent. 
Let us assume id to always denote the identity relation, i.e., idop =po id=p,  for 
each relation p. Then i~, . . . , /6  are invariants, independent of how p, # ,  and even 
pr2 are interpreted. But this is not true for iT./7 is an invariant only if # • (n - 1)id = 
p o #.  This is true for p and # as defined in Fig. 9, but not, of course, for arbitrary 
relations p and #.  
The central concern of this section is to figure out what happens if, in a given 
relation net, arc inscriptions or individuals of the domain D of types are identified. 
So we allow for equations uch as a = b, or p[a] = o'[b], or p o o-= r, where a and 
b are elements of D and p, ~r, ~- are multirelations occurring in arc inscriptions. 
It will turn out that the introduction of such equations preserves S- and 7"- 
invariants; furthermore, new invariants may become valid. Also, some (but not all) 
lifeness properties are preserved. If all types of D are identified by such equations, 
we end up with nets isomorphic to the well known place/transition nets [4, 9]. S- 
and T-invariants, as considered in Section 3, will then turn out as the corresponding 
notions of place/transition nets. 
The above considerations lead to the notion of schemes of relation nets. There, 
the inscriptions of places and arcs are no longer multisets and multirelations, 
respectively, but only symbols for such objects. In order to obtain a relation net, 
these symbols must be interpreted (replaced) by concrete multirelations and multi- 
sets. The calculus of Predicate/Transition nets is based on this aspect of net schemes. 
A systematic nvestigation of the relationship between ditterent interpretations of 
a relation net scheme is obtained by help of abstract data types [10]. We consider 
all components of a relation net as constants or operations of an algebra. Different 
interpretations of a relation net scheme are based on ditterent algebras of a corre- 
sponding signature. The initial algebra of this signature may be considered as 
(isomorphic to) the corresponding relation net scheme. Relationships between 
ditterent interpretations will be expressed in terms of homomorphisms. 
For the formal parts of this section we adopt the basic notions of abstract data 
types as given, for example, in [10]. For readers not familiar with this technique, 
we give sufficient evidence for an intuitive comprehension f the used concepts. 
5.1. Technical preparations 
In order to obtain a concise representation f relation nets as abstract data types 
we assume two slight and purely technical changes on the representation f relation 
nets: 
(a) The arc inscription function A is split into two functions A~:S x T--, ~ and 
A2: T x S--, ~t, defined for all s ~ S and all t ~ T by A~(s, t) = A (s, t) if (s, t) e F, and 
A2(t , S) = )L(t, S) if (t, s) • F. In all other cases, ~(s,  t) = A2(t, s) =0.  
(b) Let B be the set of  basic relations which are used to identify the arc inscriptions 
of a relation net (for example, in Fig. 7 we get B = {/, r, id}). 
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Obviously, a relation net is uniquely specified by N = (S, T; D, B, A1, A2). In the 
following we will always assume this representation. 
5.2. Relation net signatures 
Now, we characterise those signatures (i.e., sets of symbols for objects and for 
operations) which correspond to relation nets. 
Definition 5.1. A signature ,Y is called a relation net signature iff it consists of sorts 
and operation symbols as follows: 
(1) sort integer for 7, together with operation symbols as usual for integers; 
(2) sort set for multisets, including a family of constants for the domain D of 
types and the operation symbols + and • for corresponding operations as given in 
Definition 2.2(2); 
(3) sort rel for multirelations, including a family B of constants for the relations 
occurring in arc inscriptions, and the operation symbols +,., o, [ ] for the correspond- 
ing operations as given in Definitions 2.2(2), 2.7(1), and 2.7(2); 
(4) sorts S and T for places and transitions, together with operation symbols A1 
and A2 for arcs and their inscriptions, as defined in Section 5.1; 
(5) sorts S-set-vec, S-rel-vec, T-set-vec .and T-rel-vec for S- and T-vectors of 
multisets and multirelations, together with the operation symbols [ ], *, ~ ], ( ) for 
the corresponding operation given in Definitions 2.7(2), 2.11(2), 2.13(2), and 2.13(3). 
Obviously, a relation net signature is uniquely determined by the constattts of 
the sorts set, rel, S, and T. 
5.3. Z-algebras, ,Y-relation nets, and homomorphisms 
Given a relation net N as defined in Section 5.1, its corresponding relation net 
signature 2;N and its corresponding Z~algebra AN are obvious: -YN is determined 
by the symbols for D, B, S, and T of N, and AN is given by the arc inscription 
functions Xl and A2. 
Vice versa, given an algebra A of some relation net signature ,Y, there exists a 
unique corresponding relation net NA. In this way we obtain a bijection between 
relation nets and algebras over relation net signatures. Intuitively, the algebra 
corresponding toa relation et N describes the places, the transitions, the individuals 
of D, and the basic relations in arc inscriptions of N, as mutually disjoint sets. The 
arcs of N are represented as mappings between the involved sets. Furthermore, the 
algebra provides all operations for the composition of multisets and multirelations 
as they are used in arc inscriptions, markings, in the vector representation f N, 
and, of course, in the calculations with invariants. 
In the following we often identify relation ets with their corresponding algebras. 
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Definition 5.2. Given a relation net signature ,Y and two ,Y-algebras A~ and A2, a 
homomorphism h: A~ --> A2 is called admissible iff h is bijective on S and T (and, 
of course, on the integers), and if h is surjective on all other components. 
According to the above remarks we obtain homomorphisms between relation nets 
in this way. Intuitively, there exists such an admissible homomorphism between et 
algebras A~ and A2 iff types of D or multirelations over D are distinguished in A~ 
but identified in A2. The effect of admissible homomorphisms on the corresponding 
relation nets can be described as shown in the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.3. Assume two relation nets N~ and N2. There exists an admissible 
homomorphism h:N~ --> N2 iff the places, transitions, and arcs of both nets coincide, 
whereas there may exist types and basic relations which are considered as different in 
NI but which are identified in N2. 
Hence, to apply an admissible homomorphism eans to establish equations 
between objects or relations. 
5.4. Relation net schemes and their interpretations 
Multisets constitute a module over the multirelations, as discussed in Section 3. 
Given a relation net scheme `Y, we are only interested in algebras which meet the 
corresponding equations. Let Eo consist of equations which characterise the modules 
and rings described in Proposition 2.4 and in the equations of Propositions 2.10, 
2.12, and 2.14. Hence, the algebras we consider are always (`y-Eo)-algebras. A 
relation net scheme meets the equations of Eo, but no further equations. 
Definition 5.4. A relation net scheme is (isomorphic to) the initial (,Y-Eo)-algebra 
of some relation net signature ,Y. 
One may intuitively conceive a relation net scheme as a calculus based on names 
for the types in D and on names for multirelations. This calculus has two aspects. 
Firstly, these names constitute themselves an algebra (called the 'initial (-Y-Eo)- 
algebra' in Definition 5.4 and, hence, a relation net, the fundamental property of 
this algebra is that differently named objects and relations are conceived as different. 
Secondly, these names may be replaced ('interpreted') by concrete objects and 
relations. In such an interpretation, additional equations may hold. 
Definition 5.5. A relation net N is an interpretation of a relation net scheme N' iff 
there exists an admissible homomorphism h: N' - ,  N. 
As an example, Fig. 7 shows an interpretation of a relation net scheme (~ is 
obvious from Fig. 7), where the equations el :Vp~P:  id(p)=p, e2:V2~i~n:  
l(pi) = r (pH)= gi, and e3: l(p~)= r(pn)= g~ are valid. To be more precise: Fig. 7 
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represents the initial Z-net in the class of those Z-nets where these equations (and, 
of course, those of Eo) are valid. 
Definition 5.6. Given a relation net signature Z and a set E of Z-equations, let N~ 
denote the initial 2-(Eo u E)-net (i.e., the initial net in the class of all Z-nets which 
fulfill Eo and E). 
Intuitively, the 'initial Z-(Eo u E)-net' is the relation et in which besides Eo--all 
equations of E are valid, but further equalities between objects or multirelations-- 
besides those of E--are not valid. It is a fundamental property of the calculus of 
abstract data types that the unique existence of this relation net is guaranteed. 
As an example, Fig. 7 shows the net N/e~,e:.e3~, assuming the equations ei are 
defined as above. Consequently, if Z is assumed, No denotes the corresponding 
relation net scheme. 
5.5. Transition firing and liveness under homomorphisms 
In this section it will be shown that transition firing and liveness of markings are 
preserved under admissible homomorphisms. Liveness of nets, however, is not 
preserved. 
Definition 5.7. (i) A marking M of N is live if[ Vt e T Vd ~ D ::IM' ~ [M) such that 
t is d-enabled at M'. 
(ii) Let Mo be a marking of N. Nis  live with Mo as initial marking iff VM e [Mo): 
M is live. 
(iii) A transition t of N is dead at a marking Mo itt VM e [M0) Vd ~ D: t is not 
d-enabled at M. 
Theorem 5.8. Let N1 and N2 be two relation nets such that there exists an admissible 
homomorphism h :NI -~ N2. Let M, M' be markings of N~, let d ~ D and let t ~ T. 
(i) M[t)dM' ~ h(M)[t)h~d)h(M'). 
(ii) [h (M) )={h(M' ) IM '~[M)  }. 
(iii) I f  M is a live marking of N~, then h(M) is a live marking of Nz. 
(iv) I f  a transition t is (in Nz) dead at h(Mo), then t is (in N~) dead at Mo. 
Proof. In the following, t is related either to N1 or to N2, which is obvious from 
the context. 
(i) (a) t is d-enabled at M ¢~ M >i t(d) (of. Proposition 3.7). Then it follows 
that h(M)~ h(t(d))= t(h(d)). Hence, t is h(d)-enabled at h(M). 
(b) M[t)dM'¢:~ M'= M + t (d )~h(M' )= h(M + t(d))= h(M)+ h(t(d))= 
h( M) + t( h( d)) ¢~ h( M)[ t)h~d)h( M'). 
(ii) The proof follows from (i) by induction over the structure of [M). 
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(iii) Let t ¢ T and let d ¢ D. As h is surjective on D, it is sufficient o show: 
3M'~ [h(M)) such that t is h(d)-enabled at M'. As M is live, there exists some 
/~7/~ [M) such that t is d-enabled at M. According to (ii), h (M)¢ [h(M)) and 
according to (i), part (iii) of the proposition follows. 
(iv) Assume t is not dead at Mo. Then there exists some Me [Mo) and some 
d ~ D .such that t is d-enabled at Mo. According to (ii), h(M)~ [h(Mo)) and, 
according to (i), t is d-enabled at h(Mo), i.e., not dead at h(Mo). [] 
Fig. 11 shows that liveness of nets with initial markings is in general not preserved 
under homomorphisms: Let D = {a, b} and let the involved multirelations be defined 
by aa(a, a) =bb(b, b)= ab(a, b)=ha(b, a )= 1. All other combinations evaluate to 
0. The initial interpretation No of this net is live, whereas N~offib~ is not: In case 
a = b, the transition t is enabled at the indicated marking and its firing yields 
deadlock. In case a # b, t is not enabled. 
5.6. Invariants under homomorphisms 
We will show that S- and T-invariants are preserved under homomorphisms. 
Theorem 5.9. Let NI and N2 be two relation nets such that there exists an admissible 
homomorphism h: N~ -* N2. Then the following holds: 
(i) I f  i is an S-invariant of N1, then h(i) is an S-invariant of N2. 
(ii) I f  j is a T-invariant of Nt, then h(j) is a T-invariant of N2. 
Proof. We index S and T by N1 and N2, in order to indicate the assumed net. 
(i) i is S-invariant of N1 =~ Vt~TN~'t* i=O =~ Vt~TN~" h(t*i)=h(O_) 
:~ VtE TN,: h(t)* h(i)=_0 :=~ Vte TN2: t* h(i)=_0 :=~ h(i) is S-invafiant of N2. 
Fig. 11. A net that is live with the indicated initial marking iff a # b. 
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(ii) j is T-invariant of N1 ~ Vs~-SN,: s[[j]=O ==~ VseSN,: h(sl[j])= 
h(0) ~ Vs~S~q:h(s)[h(j)l]=O ~ Vs~SN2:s[h(j)]]=O ~ h(j) is T-invariant 
of N2. [] 
As an example, with respect o the net N in Fig. 12, let el: g o g-1 = id, e2:fof-1 = id 
and e3:fog = gof. Then is is an invariant of N{e,~, i3 and/5 are invariants of N{,,,,2~, 
and /4 is an invariant of Nf~3). il and /2 are invariants of N o and, hence, of all 
interpretations. 
5. 7. Final interpretation 
In the class of all interpretations of a relation net scheme there exists (up to 
isomorphism) exactly one 'final' interpretation. In this net, as far as possible, objects 
cannot be distinguished anymore. The domain D of types contains one element, 
called token. Assuming do to denote this token, each marking assigns to each place 
a pair (do, n) with n e N and each arc inscription (i.e., each positive multirelation) 
contracts to a triple (do, do, m) with m ~ N. In both cases, do can, of course, be 
skipped and any marking of any place as well as any arc inscription contracts to a 
natural number. As a consequence, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.10. The final interpretation of a relation net scheme is (isomorphic to) a 
place/transition et (as defined, for example, in [4, 9]). 
id So id 
- -  @ - 
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(b) 
Fig. 12. (a) A relation net scheme. (b) Some conditional invariants. 
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Proof. In the final interpretation, multisets M~, M2 may be written as Mi = (do, a~), 
a~ ~ N (i = 1, 2). It is sufficient o show that (MI,÷ M2)(do) = al + a2 and M~ <~ 
M2 ¢:> a~ <~ a2. Both are obvious from Definition 2.2(2). [] 
Furthermore, the notions of S- and T-invariants are preserved, as shown in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.11. In the final interpretation of a relation net scheme, the notions of S- 
and T-invariants as given in Definitions 3.9 and 3.13 coincide with the well-known S- 
and T-invariants of place/transition nets ( cf. [4, 9]). 
ProoL Assume we are given a multiset M0 and two multirelations p~, p2. Then there 
exist ao, a l ,a2EN such that Mo=(do, ao), and pi=(do, do, ai) ( i=1,2) .  It is 
sufficient o show the following three equations: 
(p, o P2)(do, do) = a,-  a2, (p, + P2)(do, do) = a l  + a2, and p,[Mo] = ao" a,. 
This immediately follows from Definitions 2.2(2) and 2.7. [] 
As examples, the final net corresponding to Fig. 7 has n tokens in each place d 
and g, and arc weight wo for the arcs (u, g) and (g, t). All other arcs are weighted 
by one. 
In the final net corresponding to Fig. 12, the three invariants i3,/4,/5 collapse to 
a single one. 
5.8. Multiplicity bounds for places 
There exist some distinguished possibilities to handle token bounds for places in 
the class of all interpretations of a relation net scheme N: 
(1) Assume a multiset vector K~ which associates to each place s and each type 
d ~ D of N an upper limit of multiplicity. Whenever types are identified under 
homomorphisms, their upper limits of multiplicity must summed up. 
(2) Assume, for each place s, a number Ks(s) E N as its upper, limit for all tokens 
together, independent of their type d E D. 
(3) Assume a multiset vector K3 as in (1) which remains unchanged in all 
interpretations. 
The bounds K1 and K2 respect homomorphisms and Theorem 5.8 remains valid. 
But bound K3 does not respect homomorphisms and Theorem 5.8 fails, whenever 
such bounds are assumed. 
As an example, consider place g of the net N in Fig. 7. For N~, assume for each 
fork XE G: Kl(g, x) = 1, K2(g) = IGI, K3(g, x) = 1. In the final interpretation we 
obtain K~(g, x)=lGI and K2(g)=IGI which are both adequate. However, we get 
K3(g, x) = 1, which allows altogether not more than one fork in the whole system. 
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6. The relationship of relation nets to other net models 
We already mentioned that the central aim of our model were simple and 
transparent calculi of S- and T-invariants for nets with individual tokens. It would 
be interesting to make this calculus also applicable for Pr/T-nets and coloured nets. 
So we discuss methods to translate these nets to relation nets. 
6.1. Relat ion nets and Predicate/Transi t ion nets 
In their basic form, the arcs of Pr/T-nets are inscribed by tuples of variables. If 
X is the set of all variables occurring in a Pr/T-net N and if D is an assumed 
domain of types, every mapping fl: X -, D is a valuation for N. A transition fires 
with respect o such a valuation. So we can consider valuations as modes in the 
sense of Section 2.1. 
A valuation canonically defines a tuple of constants to each arc inscription of N. 
Consequently, each arc inscription corresponds to the relation consisting of all 
valuations and their corresponding constants. So, N is transformed to a relation 
net N', replacing each arc inscription (xl, • . . ,  x,) of N by the conventional relation 
{(~8, ( ,8(xO,. . . ,  fl(x,))) ]fl: X ~ D}. (1) 
Even without formal arguing it should be clear that this characterises in fact a 
translation of Pr]T-nets to relation nets. This translation preserves the behaviour 
of the original net. Roughly, the essence of this translation is to conceive variables 
of Pr/T-nets as names of distinguished relations. 
In a more elaborated form of Pr/T-nets, ares may be inscribed by arbitrary terms 
built up out of functions and variables (as in [3, Fig. 9]). The corresponding relation 
nets are constructed in the obvious way, replacing each arc inscription • by the set 
of all pairs (fl, ~'t3), where/3 is a valuation and ~'t3 is the substitution of each variable 
x in the term z by the constant fl(x). 
We study the difference between the invariance calculi for Pr/T-nets and those 
for relation nets by means of some examples. In Fig. 13, N~ is a relation net; N2 
and N3 are both Pr/T-nets and it is obvious that all these nets are equivalent. The 
S . S 1 S O . ,  • S 1 S O S 1 
t t t 
So 
$1 
t i~ Mo 
- id  f a s o 
f id s I 
t h Mo 
-x  f(x) a 
f(x) x 
(a) (b) 
t i 3 
s o -x  y 
s~ y x 
!x !y 
(c) 
Fig. 13. (a) Relation net NI.  (b) Pr/T-net N2. (c) Pr/T-net N3. 
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following is a typical question to be answered by help of S-invariance: Let M be 
a follower marking of the marking Mo, such that M(so)= 0. What properties can 
be derived for M(st)? With respect o N~, we obtain 
i~[Mo]=f[a]+id[O]=f[a] and i , [M]=f~M(so)]+id[M(s~)]= M(s~). 
As i~M~]] = i~Mo], it immediately follows that 
M(s l )=f [a ] .  (2) 
With respect o N2, we obtain 
i2" Mo=f (x )  • a and i2" M=x.  M(sl). 
As i2" M = i2" Mo, we obtain 
x" M(s~) = f (x )  . a. (3) 
In the same way, we obtain from i3, 




M1 is the only unknown occurring in (2). In (3), M(sl)  and x occur 
in (4) M(sO, s, and y occur as unknowns. 
we immediately obtain an invariant assertion of the net. This is n~t the 
case for (3) and (4). In (3) we have to substitute a concrete object for x and if we 
decide to substitute "'a'" for x, we obtain M(s~)=f(a) .  It is impossible to obtain 
this invariant assertion from (4), becaus this information is hidden in the transition 
inscription. 
As a second example, Fig. 14 shows a Pr/T-net N, its incidence matrix N, an 
S-vector i, and two markings Mo and M E [Mo). According to [2, 3], i is a solution 
of N ' .  i = 0_ (remember that N'  is the transpose of N), hence, i is an S-invariant 
of N. The equation i- M0 = i. M evaluates to y- a = y- b. It is not quite clear which 
kind of invariance is expressed by this equation. 
a x y y x 
s~ t~ s2 t2 sa 
(a) 
tl h 
$1 - -X  
s2 Y -y  




Fig. 14. (a) Pr/T-net N with D = {a, b}. (b) Incidence matrix N, S-vector/, and markings M o and M. 
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According to (1), the arcs of the corresponding relation net are inscribed with 
projection functions. There exists no invariant hat corresponds to the vector i of 
Fig. 14. 
6.2. Relation nets and coloured nets 
Intuitively, it might be considered advantageous to distinguish the set of admissible 
tokens from the set of modes for firing transitions. Moreover, one may define for 
each place its distinguished set of admitted tokens and for each transition its 
distinguished set of modes. The coloured net model is based on this idea: To each 
place s corresponds its colour set C(s), and to each transition t corresponds its 
colour set C(t). Arcs f=(s ,  t) and f=( t , s )  are inscribed by mappings W( f )e  
[C(t)-, [C(s)-> Z]] (remember that [A-,  B] denotes the set of all total functions 
from A to B). This set is isomorphic to [C( t )x  C(s)->Z]: a mapping f~ 
[A-,  [B-> C]] and a mapping f '  e [(A x B)-,  C] correspond by f(a)(b) =f'(a,  b). 
The translation of coloured nets to relation nets with the help of this isomorphism 
is almost rivial; it remains to embed [ C (t) x S(s)-> Z] as a subset into [D x D-> Z l, 
where D is the union of the colour sets of all places and all transitions. 
This shows that system description is more or less identical in coloured nets and 
in relation nets. Differences occur, however, as far as system analysis is concerned: 
The calculus of S-invariants for coloured nets requires additional domains. An 
S-invariant of a coloured net consists of functions of type [ C(s) -> [ U -> Z]], where 
U is an arbitrary set. For the product of matrix entries with invariant components, 
one has to move to the set of domains of  the form [[ C(t) -> Z] -> [ U- ,  Z]]. 
In contrast, it was shown in this paper that the calculus of S-invafiants for relation 
nets remains in the domain of arc inscriptions and markings, i.e., multirelations and 
multisets. Since this domain turned out to be a module, a sound formal basis is 
obtained to derive solutions of equations N ' -  i = 0. As an example, [6] describes 
some methods to transform the incidence matrix of a coloured net such that 
S-invariants are preserved, but the solution of the corresponding system of equations 
might become asier. These methods are considerably more simple and transparent 
in the relation net calculus: they are just applications of Proposition 3.11. 
With the concept of T-invariants, relation nets exceed the analytical power of 
coloured nets. 
7. Conclusion 
The concept of multisets as markings is mandatory for nets with individual tokens, 
and common to all respective models. Pr/T-nets, coloured nets, and relation nets 
differ only in their are labels. We suggested multirelations as arc labels and showed 
that tuples of variables as used in Pr/T-nets, as well as the functions used in coloured 
nets, can canonically be conceived as multirelations. 
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The central concern of relation nets was simplicity and transparency of S- and 
T-invariants. It was shown that calculi for S- and T-invariants can be derived in 
the domain of markings and arc inscriptions, viz. in the domain of multisets and 
multirelations. Domains other than those already needed for the representation of 
net behaviour are not required. 
Furthermore, the domain of multisets and multirelations turned out to exhibit 
the well-known algebraic structure of a module. This algebraic structure allows for 
a precise eharacterisation of the properties that are preserved by S- and T-invariants. 
In addition, it is a sound starting point to develop algorithms for the computation 
of invariants. 
At first glance it might be surprising that S- and T-invariants are not completely 
dual. S-invariants consist of multi relations, whereas T-invariants consist of multisets. 
From an intuitive point of view this is inevitable: An S-invariant is to modify (give 
a 'weight' to) markings, i.e., it is to be a function that is applicable to markings. A 
T-invariant, however, is just to count transition occurrences (in the different modes). 
So we considered solutions of N' .x  =0 in the domain of multirelation x, and 
solutions of N.y  = 0 in the domain of multisets y. We leave open the question 
whether multiset solutions x or multirelation solutions y can be interpreted as 
descriptions of invariant properties. 
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